PDF Planning Committee Meeting Minutes
Date: Saturday, February 20, 2016 at 12 pm
Purpose of meeting: Continue planning for Spring 2016 burn
Agenda summary: Coordinator searches; review submitted After Burn
reports; budget proposal reviews; planning cycle reminders
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Meeting called to order at 12:02 pm
Roll call:
Owsla (leading meeting, PC coord)
2E (Parking co-coord)
Princess Giggles (Volunteer coord)
Ursula
Yeti (DPW coord)
Diana Smiles
Peña (Sound co-coord)
Karnak
Jen Dublin (Sanctuary coord)
Jim (Purchasing coord)
Virgin Andy
O-Man (Art Grants co-coord)
Smartie Martie (Gate/Greeter co-coord)
Little Bit (Exodus asst. coord)
Jared
Pop Tart
Alfred (Greeters co-coord)
Michael Lane
Aned
Rev Dave (Burning Arts co-coord)
Fritz (Exodus coord)
Dove (BOD)

First Order of Business – Coordinator searches
1) Art Grants
• Art Grants department is (I believe) still looking for a new co-coordinator to
take over for O Man
Discussion:
O-Man – Yes we are. Have some people interested, are trying to look at folks
that have art grant coord experience, but most interested folks don’t have that.
Hoping to have it in place by Fall. They’re welcoming suggestions if anyone has
them. Please speak to me or St. Greg (other co-coord for Art Grants).
Virgin Andy – What’s the best way to reach out to Art grants team?
O-Man – artgrantslead@playadelfuego.com; that goes directly to both co-coords

2) Gate
• Looking for a coordinator to train to replace Smartie Martie, as well as an
assistant coordinator

3) Stage?
• Any information on whether or not we have a Stage coordinator still? No
AB report or word of one has been submitted… (Solved and addressed in
next PC meeting; see agenda/minutes from March ‘16.)
Discussion:
Virgin Andy – Had a talk with MmmBobby (Stage coord) and Jen Dublin; he
seemed very frustrated after last burn b/c of all the work he had to do to keep the
stage running, and though he sounded like he was game to continue as coord for
Stage might be looking for some help.
Jen Dublin – Yes; similar recollection of the conversation. He kept things going
but was very tired/frustrated by the end of the weekend. Help would be good.
O-Man – Agrees that he should have help. It may seem like a simple job but it’s a
lot of oversight and work, and he should definitely have a co-coordinator. Also
because there are sometimes things like work and family emergencies that can
be problematic if there’s no one else on the lead team. A co-coordinator can be
really key to making the job successful.

4) Fire conclave?
• Any information on whether or not we have a Fire conclave coordinator
still? No AB report or word of one has been submitted… (Solved and
addressed in next PC meeting; see agenda/minutes from March ‘16.)

Second Order of Business – After Burn reports
1) Drum Conclave – Submitted by Moose
• The Good: Had a decent core of drummers to keep the rhythm. Kept the
burn time to about a couple hours, which is reasonable for how long I can
play straight and let others take shifts in and out. Nobody came up to me
while drumming and told me I had to move, and all the musicians stayed
together. Side circles make it harder for everyone.
•

The Bad: Didn't think about teaching classes. Gonna do that this year. See
if I can't get us all synced up on 3 or 4 specific rhythms to keep everyone
together.

•

Changes requested: Can I get a co-coordinator to help me manage the
base rhythm at the burn and set up the classes? I am great at making lots
of noise you wanna dance too, but I suck at logistics. I was thinking Rod
Gnarley aka Hippee since he has both dedicated himself to this
community and to that drum circle a many a times through the years, and
he has proven himself a good hippee wrangler.

2) Ticketing/Gate – Submitted by Smartie Martie
• The Good
~The weather for setup and breakdown was fabulous
~DPW crew was awesome for having trucks available for hauling all the
Gate gear up to the Gate on Wednesday afternoon
~The Front Gate structure was setup by Wednesday evening
~I had lots of help from the early arrival volunteers and DPW for Gate
~All the volunteers who showed up rock it out and worked hard
~The charging station at Front Gate was successful with the volunteers
~One of the GOD’s created a new wristband log sheet, for the volunteers
to fill out at the end of the shift. The wristband log was easier and
understandable for the volunteers to fill out
~The bacon deliveries was successful on Saturday morning
~The volunteers seemed to enjoy the snacks and coffee stuff
~All of the GOD shifts were finally all filled, I did not have to work 3 GOD
shifts this burn
~Participants were not parking overnight in the temporary parking lot, the

extra signage help inform participants
~The Gate has a new onsite Assistant Coordinator Leah Loaf
~The Gate FAQ and Volunteer shift books continue to be useful for all the
volunteers at the Gates
~Wristband charts were for other departments for clarification of all the
different wristbands
•

The Bad
~A medical burner WITHOUT a ticket was let in against Ticketing
Volunteers say by another medical coordinator(?). She stated that this
unbanded person had important medical supplies and had to get inside.
Since the waiver team was very thorough, they filed the waiver that person
said she filled out. She stated that her ticket was inside and no one was
able to find the person who was holding it. And they didn't want to wait.
Sorry about your luck, No one is allowed to go inside the event without
signing a waiver, presenting a ticket and ID at Ticketing.
~The next day the same Coordinator(?) came up with a ticket number
written down on a piece of paper and had the scanner person key it in.
Stating it was a valid ticket, then behind Ticketing volunteer’s back and
took a band off the roll while, he was applying a band to a burner. The
person who ticket that was, was not present. She took the band back
through the gate. Sorry about your luck, No one is allowed to go inside the
event without signing a waiver, presenting a ticket and ID at Ticketing.
~That same day, a ranger didn't have a ticket at the gate. Again another
ranger insisted that he could come in. While Ticketing Volunteers insisting
he couldn't, a Parking Coordinator rode up and said it was ok. They then
DROVE in the front gate with his car and not through the back gate. We
have no knowledge if that ranger ever filled out a waiver or even came
back up to the gate with a ticket later Sorry about your luck, No one is
allowed to go inside the event without signing a waiver, presenting a ticket
and ID at Ticketing.
~Hot Dog deciding to close the back Gate on Sunday, and removing
volunteer online sign ups. The back Gate needs to have volunteers at the
entrance point checking wristbands and Greeting participants as they
come and go from the event. It is a liability issue if no one is at the back
entrance. If a person sneaks in and has an unfortunate situation happen,
it's not good for PDF. I don’t think we want a bunch of people sneaking in
the back gate on Sunday, it creates problems for participants, Rangers,
Medics, BOD and The Vets. We had this problem before when no one was
place at the back gate, which is why Greeters was placed at the back gate
entrance
~The back lot was closed on Friday evening, due to a bad thunderstorm,
which created a carry in only situation
~Participants confused with tickets transferred due to no name change on

the transferred tickets, caused some problems for Ticketing volunteers
~Participants misinformed about how spotty the internet/cell phone
service. Participants being mad about not being able to download their
ticket from his or her cell phone and have to drive back into town to
download their ticket
~On Thursday afternoon, Golf cart delivery driver almost hit the Ticketing
structure and participants waiting in line to check in
~Very late delivery of the golf carts on Thursday afternoon
~Bacon deliveries were a late start on Sunday morning, and were made in
the early afternoon, due to GOD passed out and unresponsive on the
radio
~On Saturday evening from 11:00 PM to about 1:00 AM, the drunk
neighbors of the property, were having target practice with their very loud
guns, which was caused some concern. Pineapple talked to the neighbors
several times and the cops even went to this property. Eventually, the
shooting stopped and the neighbors joined the The Vets around the fire
drinking some beers
~The Vets did not send me a copy of the Vets guest wristbands ahead of
time. Previously, The Vets sent me a copy of their wristband, so we can
incorporate their wristband in the community wristband chart for all the
different types of wristbands at PDF.
~A continuing trend NO SHOW volunteers, late night on Thursday, Friday
and all day Sunday.
~Waited a really long time for my reimbursement check for items
purchased for PDF, I did play a prank on Patty though this time...
•

The Ugly
I don’t like the ugly…….

•

Improvements
~Adding extra sign up shifts on Thursday.
~Handmade pony pendants for volunteers.
~Banners for Greeters Tent, and Ticketing Tent
~Two banners, one at the front Gate entrance and one at the back Gate
entrance to Welcome Community Members to Playa del Fuego
~Decorate drinking containers with vinyl lettering for volunteers
~Give the clipboards a face-lift, they look kinda sloppy
~Have garlynn for inside of the Ticketing tent for a more festive feel
~More communication with other Departments about gate topics
~Wristband Guides for Theme Camps with bars, if Theme Camp requests
one.
~The majority of items being purchased will be online orders.

•

Final Thoughts
o The Gate is always looking for some awesome volunteers to take
on more responsibility. We are currently looking for an additional
Coordinator (training my replacement), Assistant Coordinator,
GOD’s, and Shift Leads. If anyone is interested please send an
email to: gate-lead@playadelfuego.org
o Thank you everybody in the community who volunteers, brings art,
and sets up a Theme Camp, to help bring PDF together every Fall
and Spring
o Overall every burn is different and poses new challenges, which I
learn and grow from each one. I love each and every burn in its
own special way

Discussion:
Smartie Martie – Reiterates how people cannot barge through the gate without
going through the ticketing process (for a myriad of reasons).
Yeti – You need ID, waiver, and a ticket to get in. People have taken liberties in
the past because of perceived personal authority or whatever. This shouldn’t
happen. Even though some departments may be considered more “high octane”
b/c of their job, that shouldn’t trump anyone going through the (very simple) gate
process. We all have months to get prepared. If you don’t have ID, ticket, and
sign a waiver you can’t get into the event.
Owsla – I have two possible suggestions. One addresses people who may have
the perception that they’re important enough to bend the rules of Gate.
Something that might be worth it is to write an email directly to the coord list; I
know it’s not just coords who are taking liberties, but an email to the coord list
and having coords help disseminate this information again may help with certain
volunteers who think they can bend gate rules b/c they’re volunteers.
The other thing is, with regards to medical personnel and others who might be
considered essential personnel (i.e., people who buy reserve tickets), would it be
a good idea to have a list of reserve ticket buyers – which should be set at least 4
weeks before the burn – up at the gate so that just in case someone forgets a
printout there’s still a copy of their ticket for them to get entry with? I understand
that people should be able to bring a piece of paper with them, but shit happens
and on the occasion that something goes wrong with that it seems like a very
easy thing to have reserve ticket records at the Gate.
Yeti – One of the reasons I forgot to mention earlier with the problem of people
barging through the Gate is that it’s a liability issue. Also some coords buy their
department’s reserves outright and then distribute them, so we don't always have
a list of all the actual volunteers names who are getting reserve tickets.

Aned – We don’t want to necessarily be bending the rules per se, but we should
be reasonable in what we’re doing. If there are people who come to the event
and bust their ass working, we don’t want to give them static on a technicality. So
that idea about having copies of reserve tickets at the gate, that might be a really
good thing because we don’t want it to be a bigger pain in the ass for people who
are really working hard for the event.
Fritz – As far as the ID… IDs are becoming more required at some events and
they didn’t used to be as required, and the type of IDs are starting to become
more specific. I’m not sure what the requirements of ID are for us. In terms of our
needs, if somebody does something wrong we just need a way to know who that
was. In the case of people that we all know for a long time – long time PDFers –
if for whatever reason they don’t have a driver’s license anymore or they don’t
have a passport or they don’t have some government ID, could we make our own
IDs? Like a PDF ID? It’s fair to charge $10 so it’s not free. So people would have
photo ID for PDF.
Owsla – Let me stop you; if you have a proposal then write it up and submit it to
the agenda and we’ll talk about it next meeting. For now I’d like to keep to this
meeting’s agenda and stay on the After Burn reports.
Karnak – No ID, no waiver, no ticket, no entry! This is basic, this has been going
on for years. If you can’t get that figured out, there’s a problem. As a coord the
first thing you should figure out with your team is your tickets. Hand them out
before you get there. If you’re a shit-show when you get there, don’t make it
another department’s problem. We do our best at the gate and help where we
can, but this is basic stuff.
Smartie Martie – We do keep a copy of the reserve ticket list at the Gate, but
there are coords who purchase bulk tickets in their name and if they don’t assign
a person/name to those tickets then we don’t have any extra information. I can’t
do anything about it if someone claims to be a reserve ticket recipient but there’s
no record of it and they didn’t bring their ticket (or weren’t given one by their
coord). This is available to the GODs, people have my number in case I’m off-site
for a short time doing errands for the burn, but people need to contact me (and
not just break gate rules). If someone wants to do something with IDs then go for
it but I’m not going to take it on as Gate. People should coordinate with their
volunteers; that’s their job.
Owsla – In terms of being flexible at the Gate, I agree with that but that should be
at the discretion of the coordinators who are working the Gate, and not just any
coordinator that wants to get things done or their people in.

Aned – I appreciate what Martie is saying but think that a double redundant
system – list at the gate, for example – could be helpful to cover things.
*Still missing reports from Fire Conclave, Stage

Third Order of Business – Budget proposals
1) Parking – $1523.20 – Submitted by 2E
Parking
Item

Recurring Infrastructure

TOTALS

$926.00

Golf Carts (2)

$650.00

Golf Cart Fuel

$40.00

Bandanas (possible subject to change)
Water/Cooler

$597.20 $1,523.20

$200.00
$36.00

Radio w/ Shoulder Mic (pre-approved last budget, need to
meet with Lizard for purchase)

$100.00

HyViz TriBand 3/8" / 4ft - 12pk (2)

$100.00

HyViz Reflective Spike 12" 8pk (2)

20

CONTICO 26.8-in W x 34.25-in H x 15.4-in D Plastic
Freestanding Garage Cabinet

$59.00

Gatehouse 3-1/2-in Zinc-Plated Fixed Staple Safety Hasp

$2.72

Master Lock 2.5-in W Steel Regular Shackle
Keyed/Combination Padlock

$7.98

100 Spring Parking Permits (.63 each) - Yellow
(Sequentially Numbered / Custom)**see note

$63.00

100 Fall Parking Permits (.63 each) - Orange (Sequentially
Numbered / Custom)**see note

$63.00

100 Theme Camp Parking Permits (.63) - Pink
(Sequentially Numbered / Custom)**see note

$63.00

50 ToughTag™ Standard Rearview Mirror Hang Tag Red, Sequentially Numbered - 5"x3"

$64.50

Pyle PMP59IR 50 Watts Professional Rechargeable
Lithium Battery Megaphone

$54.00

**Will email upon approval customization

Overall

Discussion:
Owsla – Okay, so the coords for Parking decided they don’t want to bother with
screen-printing or customizing their own bandanas. That’s perfectly
understandable but it leads us back to the original conversation then about cost,
which was put on hold specifically because of the idea that we'd be doing the
screening this cycle. I can appreciate that they don't actually want to do the
screen printing now that they've actually thought about what it would really entail
and of course that's fine, but there are other ways to have bandanas and to
somehow have them personalized (or have another thing that's personalized)
without going through the cost of buying commercially-printed bandanas every
cycle, and that goes also for the Gate/Greeters.
So what I’m hearing from Parking is basically two-fold. One is that they want their
volunteers to have something cool, and the other is that the bandanas
themselves are actually functional to the job and used against dust, etc. So
commercially-printed bandanas is one way to satisfy this, but it’s also rather
expensive and in the long run I think it's also wasteful because it gives the idea
that it's yearly throw-away swag, not something that you use and keep and that
becomes special to you (and yeah after some time if it really wears out then sure
you can get another one). There's just a difference in attitude between handing
something out when needed as a replacement, and just handing it out as a
matter of course every single burn. The cost is not insignificant. Can we talk
about other options such as purchasing plain bandanas and personalizing them
with a special stencil and sharpies, or getting pins which are much cheaper and
can be special every burn, or other options? It seems there are other ways to
satisfy those needs without it being so wasteful.
2E – As far as screen-printing on site, Parking and Greeters are very busy before
the gate opens and we just don’t have time for that.
Owsla – That’s fine and no one is trying to force you to do that, but that’s just
what you guys told us that you were going to do (to address the cost issue).
2E – On the flip side of it, we took a look and have been able to get the cost of
the personalized bandanas down. In reality I’m open to suggestions but we’re not
talking of an extreme amount of money for something that people really do enjoy.
People really like getting these bandanas.
Owsla – Right but I don’t know if people enjoying getting something justifies
paying for commercially-printed bandanas. I hear what you’re saying but…

2E – But we print 600-some WWW guides and the difference in cost is what? 50
cents per unit? It’s just something to look at in comparison. I know people who
do still have their bandanas. It’s a thank you for the volunteers who come help
us. Without the volunteers it would really suck.
Yeti – At Walmart or someplace you can get bandanas for way cheaper. If it
were me I’d get the cheap ones and do something personal to them myself but…
Owsla – I do hear what you’re saying about people liking things and I do think
that having incentives is nice, but what I’m asking about and what I’d like to have
considered is the idea that it’s not just a replaceable thing that you’re giving out
every cycle. Like you said you knew people who still had theirs; that’s great and
they should bring it back and use it again every time so they don’t just keep
getting one after the other after the other. So the idea was that something like a
pin, like we make for Participation Station, is much lower cost, it can be
personalized per burn… there’s just other ways to reduce the cost of this and not
go through a commercial printer and still satisfy what you want to have done,
which is to both have something functional for people who need it and also have
something that is a little special take-home.
Alfred – We originally budgeted for $280 for 80 bandanas for each department,
we got the cost to $290 for 80 bandanas for both departments. So each
department is now at $145.45. So if you’re going off the old numbers, we got the
cost way down. That’s 80 for each department. A compromise that could be an
option is that maybe we only get bandanas yearly instead of every cycle and if
you don’t get it in spring you get it in fall, but there’s other ways to do it. Also FYI
you say commercially-printed but this is a mom-and-pop operation that we have a
personal relationship with. So we’ve reduced the cost and the bandanas are also
best for the job.
Fritz – Parking is one of the harder jobs to get people to do, and Rangers get
hats and shirts and sure they have a hard job too that requires training. But the
specialized bandanas are raising the camaraderie value just as the hats and
tshirts do with the Rangers. It gives an identity and is not just swag but also
kinsmanship. If you look at it that way versus what the Rangers have, it’s not that
expensive. And Parking is worthy of that.
Also I don’t know if you all know there’s a lot of them leftover in the shed. There’s
like 30-40 yellow ones and 20-30 orange ones… there’s a lot of those left that
went to the shed. A bit of a supply left to start with.

Virgin Andy – T-shirts can be done for $5.50 a piece and Alfred’s gotten the
price down really low, so that’s just a comparison point there with the Rangers.
Also what’s the price to get pins made? And the bandanas are easier to spot in
the field.
Princess Giggles – Buttons are $200 for 500 buttons.
Owsla – Just to be clear, I’m not saying that bandanas can’t/shouldn’t happen.
What I’m saying is the personally printed ones seems to be a larger expense
than needed. Especially if we have lots of leftovers that are printed with a specific
cycle/burn… the implication there is that they’re not going to be used or handed
out next year. If you make the comparison with what the Rangers have, the big
difference there – and this is something I would love to see happen with Parking
and Greeters and the bandanas – is that the Rangers print out t-shirts and hats,
and a volunteer gets one; not one every burn/cycle, just one. So the Rangers
aren’t printing out t-shirts and hats every cycle or budgeting every cycle or having
an individual t-shirt every cycle, they’re printing them so a person gets one and
they keep it and bring it back and keep using it over again.
With the bandanas and being visible in the field and having that piece of cloth as
a utilitarian dust guard that’s great. But it seems like something we could do with
plain bandanas and a stencil and a sharpie if people want to individualize them,
and then the pin idea was essentially in addition to a plain bandana, which are
very cheap. But the idea with people bringing back their bandanas and using
them again, I don’t see why we’re not doing that.
Virgin Andy – The fact that they’re left over means that they’re not getting all
used every cycle. And the cost doesn’t seem that much different if we’re talking
$200 for pins plus a cheap bandana.
Owsla – But you wouldn’t be making that many pins. Parking is doing 80
bandanas, Greeters are doing 80 bandanas… not 500. It’s $200 for 500 pins.
Alfred – I agree we can totally hand out the old bandanas first. They are not
burn-cycle specific, they just say Greeters or Parking and Playa del Fuego. I did
that specifically. I’m not unreasonable about it but I’m cutting costs where I can
see cutting costs. Also I do agree it’s a badge of honor and not just a throw-away
item.
Owsla – Let me ask you for Greeters, and also 2E for Parking, would it be
possible to let people know when you’re handing them out that this is your one
and that they need to keep it and bring it back ?
Alfred – Oh totally. That’s not an issue. I have no problem with that.

2E – Yeah I guess we could do that.
Princess Giggles – And idea for the bandanas to help with the idea that you
know this is the one you’re getting is to have a little section where you write your
name and the date you received it. So it shows the year you were initiated into
the brotherhood of Parking/Greeting.

2) Gate/Greeters – $3438.35 – Submitted by Smartie Martie
Gate and Greeters
Item
TOTALS

Recurring Infrastructure
$2,908.00

1 Water Cooler Rental with Hot Water Feature

$25.00

6 x 5 Gallons of water

$36.00

Gas for Golf Cart

$25.00

Golf cart + delivery fee
Hired Gate Crew
Ice
Wristbands

$530.35 $3,438.35

$325.00
$1,300.00
$36.00
$280.00

Misc (trash bags,paper towels cleaning stuff)

$80.00

Battries

$40.00

Storage Totoes large total 6

$73.84

Office Supplies, printing materials

$200.00

supplies to make 100 pendents w/ball chain necklace (1.62
per necklace)

$162.00

Storage totoes medium total 4

$31.00

Storage totes small total 12

$25.00

Greeters Bandannas 80

$200.00

Stanley LED Rechargeable Spotlight (Back Gate)
Citronella candles 8 & incense sticks 100 x2

$44.51
$40.00

50 ft rope light (replacement for broken set)
rainbow string
Snacks, Coffee, Hot Coco, Tea, Creamer (Amazon order)
duck tape, green, yellow

$47.00
$8.00
$187.00
$15.00

Overall

pvc tubing

$10.00

canopy weight bags total 12 ( 6 for front gate, 6 for back
gate)

$65.00

sand 6 bags (to fill weighted canopy bags)

$50.00

Banners X 2 (36" by 72") Welcome to Playa del Fuego
(One for front gate and one for back gate)

$102.00

Greeters Banner (36" by 60)

$46.00

Ticketing Banner (36" by 60")

$46.00

Discussion:
[No discussion.]

3) Burning Arts – $3200 – Submitted by Rev. Dave
Burning Arts
Item

Recurring

TOTALS

$3,160.00

Wood - 15 cords @ $200/per

$3,000.00

Fuel

$40.00

Overall
$3,200.00

$150.00

MacLeod Tool
Safety tape

Infrastructure

$40.00
$10.00

Discussion:
[No discussion.]

Owsla – General reminder that next month is the last month to receive budget
proposals for spring cycle. Coords please be sure to get your budgets in, and
everyone please encourage your coord friends to do so!

Fourth Order of Business – Announcements and reminders
1) Ticket sales!
• Round 1 - Sunday, February 28th, NOON
• Round 2 - Wednesday, March 16, 9 PM
• Reserves open - Sunday, March 27
• Reserves close - Tuesday, April 26 (4 weeks before PDF)
Owsla – Please spread the word that those reserve ticket dates are hard and so
people need to buy their reserve tickets within that window.
2) Upcoming PC meeting schedule
• March 13 (Sun) – LAST CALL for Spring 2016 budgets/proposals
• April 9 (Sat) – final votes and planning for spring burn
• May – no meeting unless emergency

Final discussion:
Ursula – I don’t see the ticket dates on the PONY yet; are they posted yet?
Owsla – They were supposed to be posted by now onto the website; I’m not sure
if they are but if they didn’t get posted then I can do it myself later today. Hatter
said he was going to get to it but he may not of yet.
Princess Giggles – It is very unlikely that I will be attending this PDF, but I do
have things that need to be on-site. So I won’t be buying any tickets but I’m
happy to bring my ID and sign a waiver for the time I’ll be on site delivering the
things that Jordan will need to run Participation Station while I’m away.
Aned – Where can I find the budget proposals? Are they on the PONY or on the
website…?
Owsla – Budget proposals are all in the agendas and minutes of the PC
meetings, so those that have been submitted for this month are in the agenda for
this month. And if you want to look at past meetings/burns you can go to the PC
Docs section of the main website and see past budgets; probably looking at the
minutes of meetings are better than the agendas because in the minutes are the
budgets as they actually passed (in case of modification).
Diana Smiles – Ticket sales are not yet showing (I just pulled up the website).
Also Princess, if you want to get me that stuff then I’m happy to bring it on-site for
you.

Karnak – I’m going to put together an art grant proposal for large, reusable
signage. If you want a large, reusable sign please send me a note so I can add it
to the budget; I will be submitting the budget on time tomorrow through Art
Grants.
O-Man – We’ve been devising a similar plan in regards to that, so let’s
coordinate.
2E – There aren’t any BOD meeting minutes up since October of last year; have
they been doing their monthly meetings?
Owsla – I’m pretty sure they have.
Fritz – Just FYI the venue has another event happening the same weekend as
the Firefly music festival, it will be called RaidFest. The organizers asked me to
ask PDF if we wanted to rent any of our equipment to them.
Owsla – Wow that’s a whole different topic for discussion, so either add that to
next month’s agenda or start a topic on the PONY about it.
Meeting closed at 1:02 pm

